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The practice of annotation goes back at least as far as the medieval manuscripts from which we 
reconstruct our corpus of ancient Greek literature; but in a digital context annotation can be an 
extremely powerful means of analysis by virtue of the additional information it can provide to the 
material under scrutiny. Classical philology has rarely been a self-enclosed discipline: in order to 
interpret Greek and Latin texts it is necessary to place them in context – grounding them in the histories 
of the time and exploring them in and against those cultural horizons. In this presentation I address the 
power of annotating places in ancient Greek literature by reflecting on the research outcomes of two 
digital classics projects, Hestia (http://hestia.open.ac.uk/) and Pelagios 
(http://commons.pelagios.org/). 
 
In the first half of the talk I use the example of the Histories of Herodotus to explore various aspects of 
place – as spaces that are lived, constructed and relational – to piece together its role in the structuring 
of Herodotus's world through narrative. Herodotus presents an example of how place links can 
organise information internally within a document: the significance of places emerge through their 
relations with other places in the narrative, through the topological connections that they enjoy rather 
than their topographical proximity with each other. 
 
The relational aspect or “throwntogetherness” of place, however, is not limited by the connections they 
forge in any one document; new horizons on to place emerge precisely by virtue of their analysis 
through different documents and different kinds of data. In the second half of the talk I focus on the 
practice of annotation for linking online documents. Using the linking principle of the Web, Pelagios 
has been pioneering a means of just such ‘mutual contextualization’ – facilitating the ability for digital 
resources to draw on external content to enrich and help situate their own – by annotating place 
references in texts, maps and database records. From having originally been seeded in collaboration 
with partners who already curated data and had the technical know-how to align datasets, Pelagios 
Commons has been developing the means to enable any researcher or data curator to encode place 
information in their sources with the annotation platform Recogito (http://recogito.pelagios.org/). I 
show how, contrary to much current thinking, digital tools can enhance close reading of texts and 
facilitate a more nuanced understanding of the status and role of place and places in our ancient 
sources. 
